Introduction
The Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANSS 1, 2 ) is one of the most common scales in clinical studies for measuring symptom severity in patients with schizophrenia. Treatment effects relating the posttreatment score (PANSS 99 ) with the corresponding baseline measurement (PANSS 0 ) can be analyzed and compared. Various effect measures have been discussed in statistical literature: Tö rnqvist et al 3 compare up to 10 ways of measuring a relative difference resulting in the proposal of the log chance and the log percentage, while Berry and Ayers 4 showed the high power of symmetrized percent change (PC) in statistical analyses. In the present article, we focus on the ordinary PC 100 3 (PANSS 99 À PANSS 0 )/ PANSS 0 because it is commonly used in schizophrenia research 5 to indicate treatment effects: Response is typically defined as a distinct reduction level in terms of PC in the total score which has to be reached (eg, see Leucht et al, 6 Marder and Meibach, 7 Peuskens 8 ). But regardless of which of the above-mentioned measures is used, its proper calculation confronts researchers with a severe pitfall.
The PANSS is an interval scale where calculating ratios is not appropriate due to the lack of a natural zero point. The item level of the 30 items ranges from 1 to 7, with 1 equaling ''no symptoms,'' resulting in a total score of 30 points for a patient with no symptoms. Hence before calculating ratios, the scale level has to be changed into a ratio scale by subtracting 30 points.
Unfortunately, this problem is often overlooked, and therefore, different calculation methods exist: While in some studies a general subtraction of 30 points has been applied (eg, Labelle et al 9, 10 ), others obviously used the raw score (eg, Lee and Kim, 11 Sacchetti et al, 12 Food and Drug Adminstration 13 ) or at least do not provide information as to whether the subtraction was carried out or not (eg, Spina et al, 14 Honer et al, 15 Breier et al, 16 Kane et al 17 )
. Because the different calculation methods might generate different significance levels, finally resulting in misinterpretations of treatment effects, there is a strong need for clarification on this subject.
Leucht et al 6, 18 have already emphasized the necessity of the 30-point subtraction for the calculation of PC. However, up to now, to the best of our knowledge, no systematic analysis has been performed to evaluate the impact of the different usage of PANSS on the results of schizophrenia studies.
Our aims were therefore (1) to clarify for which statistical procedure it is necessary to subtract the minimum of 30 points and (2) to investigate the effect on study results if the subtraction was omitted. Specifically, we focused on conditions which might lead to different results 1 To whom correspondence should be addressed; tel: þ49-89-5160-5753, fax: þ49-89-5160-5774, e-mail: andreas.mayr@ med.uni-muenchen.de. concerning significant group effects (eg, treatment effects), depending on the calculation method used (subtracting or not subtracting 30 points). Hence, we analyzed test decisions with and without subtraction in (1) a real data set of a naturalistic follow-up study and (2) in simulated data.
Patients and Methods
The Database 1. The real data included 400 patients with schizophrenia spectrum disorder (226 male and 174 female) treated under naturalistic conditions. Study protocol, main results, and specific study aims were described in detail elsewhere. 17 The mean age was 35.5 6 11.1 (mean 6 SD) years. 2. To generalize results and to allow detailed analysis of structural aspects, simulated data sets were included representing typical data of clinical group trials.
Statistical Analysis
We compared PC and response rates of the real data set between both calculation methods. In a further step, we compared test results between both procedures for group differences regarding percentage of PANSS reduction. For this purpose, we used linear models with the grouping variable as independent variable, focusing on the values of the test statistics (Wald tests). Simulated data sets represented results of clinical trials and therefore contain simulated PANSS total at baseline (PANSS 0 ) and end point (PANSS 99 ), respectively. These data were produced for 2 assumed groups A and B (representing, eg, placebo vs verum) each including 500 patients. For generating simulated baseline data PANSS 0 , we used a discrete parametric distribution which is geared to the empirical distribution of the real data sets.
To get an impression of a typical treatment course, we fit a linear model of PANSS 99 on PANSS 0 for the real data set. The estimates of this model were used to generate PANSS 99 data for the 2 different subgroups on the basis of the simulated baseline data. As with this procedure, PANSS 99 and PANSS 0 would be perfectly correlated (cor = 1); additionally, a Gaussian noise (data from a normal distribution with l = 0 and a certain r) was added on PANSS 99 to reach a correlation structure comparable to the real data. The greater the r, the weaker is the correlation between PANSS 99 and PANSS 0 and vice versa. To consider different scenarios, one parameter of the admission-distribution varied, while all other parameters remained fixed. For each combination of distribution parameters, we computed 100 different data sets and calculated the same statistical measures as for the real data in each. Accordingly, we averaged over all data sets with the same parameter combination.
All analyses were performed using the statistical computing environment R 2.8.1.
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Results
Real Data
The real data set consisted of 400 patients treated under naturalistic conditions with a mean PANSS total at baseline of 71.17 6 19.14 (mean 6 SD). To demonstrate the effect of different calculation methods on a test decision, we arbitrarily chose the grouping variable ''gender.' ' The results presented in table 1 address gender effects on the treatment course in a naturalistic design. In this example, the 2 methods obviously lead to different values of PC, but statistical testing still revealed the same results concerning the group effect.
Further on, we classified patients as treatment responders if they reached a specific reduction level from baseline on PANSS total score in terms of PC (20% or 50% reduction). Table 2 shows z and P values of logistic regression models, analogue to t values in the Gaussian linear model above.
In this example, the significance changes between the 2 methods in 1 case: The statistical testing of a possible gender effect using a 20% response criterion leads to contradictory results due to the different calculation methods.
The influence of the calculation method on PC is further illustrated in Figure 1 . For each individual patient, the difference in PC between the 2 methods is plotted against the baseline score. Depending on the calculation method, differences in PC increase with decreasing baseline level. Hence, a data set with many patients with a low PANSS at baseline will be more affected than a data set, where patients have higher scores.
Simulation Study
We modeled our simulated data on the previously considered real data set. With respect to the distribution of the PANSS 0 baseline data, a right skewed (discretized) gamma distribution was most similar to the real data set. The relationship between PANSS 0 and PANSS 99 was established using the parameters of a linear model on the real data set (an effect between group A and group B was produced by applying different slope parameters). The Gaussian noise, added to PNASS 99 , had a r of 15 and resulted in correlations between PANSS 0 and PANSS 99 from 0.39 to 0.59. Table 3 shows some representative results regarding PC in the simulation study in relation to different levels of PANSS 0 and in combination with an existing vs a nonexisting effect between groups A and B.
For the same 4 data sets, table 4 shows the corresponding results for the dichotomous outcome, with levels of 20% and 50% for response.
Considering test decisions in simulation studies without real group effect, both methods show the expected results: Mean t values are close to 0, which is far away from statistical significance. Nevertheless, the SD of the t value differences between the 2 methods clearly increases with decreasing baseline level indicating possible inconsistencies. When there is a true group effect, differences occur especially with low baseline levels. Regarding PC, the method with subtraction seems to be more conservative; however, there were also data where this method showed a higher (absolute) t value.
With regard to responder analyses, it is conspicuous that with increasing response level and decreasing baseline level without subtraction of 30 points, the number of responders is reduced. Although the z values are quite consistent in studies where no real group effect exists, results differ clearly for the most other data sets: Without subtraction, the strong response criterion leads, apart from the very low responder rates, also to lower (absolute) z values, showing lower significance for the grouping variable.
The last column of each table shows the percentage of simulated studies in which both methods lead to different conclusions regarding significance. Depending on the baseline level and the analyzed outcome criteria, the 1 À t 2 ) ). e Number of data sets where the results (Wald tests) differ regarding significance (one method: significant effect found, second method: no effect found; number of data sets each time: 100).
number of studies with inconsistent test decisions can rise to above 50%.
Discussion
Theoretical Implications
Statistics which refer to absolute values of the PANSS are not affected, regardless of whether 30 points were subtracted or not. By contrast, differences between the 2 scale levels appear when ratios are calculated, as in response analyses. A simple numerical example might demonstrate this: Without subtraction, a 50% reduction of a PANSS baseline level of 50 would result in a score of 25, which is impossible given the minimum of 30. Furthermore, a 100% reduction is rendered impossible. On the other hand, the disappearance of all symptoms leads to a PC of 30À50 50 3100= À 40%; which does not reflect that the patient is asymptomatic.
Subtracting 30 points from the PANSS equals a score with items ranging from 0 to 6 instead of ranging from 1 to 7. This leads to a change in the PANSS level of measurement: Because there is no natural zero point for the 1-7 version, the PANSS in its original version is an ''interval scale'' on which ratio operations such as calculating proportions are not suitable, 20 as seen in the above example. The subtraction changes the level of measurement into a ''ratio scale'' by constructing the zero point.
Using the unchanged interval scale means underestimating PC (in both directions: jPC interval j jPC ratio j), which leads to the conclusion that the correct calculation of the PC results in more patients fulfilling response criteria (see tables 1 and 4). Additionally, it results in different test statistics (and therefore P values) of statistical hypothesis tests for group differences, eg, differences between medications, as shown in this study.
Besides the obvious inequality of the 2 procedures, quantifying the effect of a wrong calculation is less trivial. In this context, the question arises as to which one is more likely to reveal a significant difference between treatment groups. Unfortunately, a general result ( or !) can hardly be obtained because the relation between both calculation methods follows a nonlinear function. Nevertheless, according to our simulations, the following points influencing the statistical outcome have to be considered:
1. Location and variance of PANSS 0 influence the difference between results of both calculation methods: The higher the PANSS 0 , the smaller is the slope of the nonlinear function mentioned. Therefore, with decreasing level of PANSS 0 as well as with increasing variance, which causes a greater number of lower values, the difference between calculation methods as well as its variance will increase (see figure 1 ; tables 3 and 4). 2. Concerning the dichotomous outcome ''response, '' which is usually defined in terms of a special level of PC (20%, 30%, .), subtracting 30 points leads to more patients reaching the response level (table 4) . Apart from this, there is a further important theoretical aspect.
Using the interval version of the scale, a higher response level leads to more patients who are not able to become responders at all: With a 20% criterion, it is impossible for patients with an admission score of 37 or lower to become responders. At a response level of 50%, a baseline score of 59 already precludes a patient from fulfilling the criteria, which probably affects a reasonable number of patients. In other words, this approach indirectly excludes a significant number of patients a priori from end point analysis who might otherwise have fulfilled the criterion.
Implications for Researchers and Clinicians
Results of a study in which PCs were calculated without a 30-point subtraction (1-7 scale) might be quite different compared with the (correct) calculation based on the ratio (0-6) scale, even regarding significance. Considering the 20% response criterion for the presented real data set, the correct analysis leads to the conclusion that there is a significant group effect, while an analysis based on the 1-7 scale leads to the opposite result (see table 2 ). The results of the simulation study show in some situations a rate of more than 50% of inconsistent test decisions (see table 4 ). Unfortunately, due to the nonlinearity of the problem, data provided in standard publications of medication trials are often not sufficient to estimate whether or not results were affected by the PC calculation method, and if so, in which direction.
This issue might have concrete and far-reaching implications as in drug approvals. For example, in some recent published approval studies of atypical antipsychotics, it was not clearly stated which method was chosen. 16, 17 In at least one, it appears very likely that the wrong procedure might have been used. 13 This example illustrates the high relevance of an international consensus on the implementation of this issue.
The most straightforward approach with a minimum source of errors would be a rescaling of the PANSS from 0 to 6. To avoid the possibility of new uncertainty, the 0-6 scale could be referred to as ''PANSS (ratio version).'' Using this, little add-on should prevent confounding results from the 2 PANSS versions. At first glance, this suggestion may sound extreme, but 2 existing PANSS versions which are clearly separated by their denotation will be less confusing and prone to errors than a scale which forces the researcher to transform it before calculating PCs and the reader to guess if this transformation was made or not. Therefore, this solution might help in avoiding further confusion in the work of schizophrenia researchers as well as in daily clinical usage.
However, the introduction of a new version (change of the user manuals, new publication, and new printing) would cause considerable efforts and might be not very feasible. An alternative could be the subtraction of the respective possible minimum prior to any PC analysis. However, this would implicate that for all PCrelated calculations, eg, the calculation of PC for PANSS subscores, the correct minimum, depending on the amount of subscore items needs to be considered. In addition, a correct description of when and where the subtracted PANSS scores were used and where they were not would be essential. This in turn bears considerable risks for errors.
Further discussions appear to be necessary to reach a broad consensus in the psychiatric community on future work with the PANSS. Until this consensus is found, at least a clear declaration of how the PANSS was used should be stated in each publication.
